
Planning Friday 22nd January 2021


Literacy (non recorded - speaking and creating Manx)


Revise colours, red, yellow, blue, green, black, white.


Jiarg (say - jerg)

bwee (say - b-wee)

gorrym (say - g-o-rum ‘g’ and ‘o’ letter sound)

geayney (say - gain - yuh   or ‘y’ letter sound)

doo (say - do)

bane (say - bear-n)


(an audio will be uploaded)


Mix these words with the clothing words, and if they can use real clothes that’s great.


Example


Edd jiarg

Jaggad bwee

Shoh edd jiarg

Shen jaggad bwee


If using two or more colours use ‘as’ meaning ‘and’ in the middle.


Bootsyn doo as bane

Shoh ad! Bootsyn doo as bane


Numeracy


They can all count to 10 but in 10s it’s harder. Sometimes if they just listen and do - it’s easier.


Count in tens (go to the audio) Count along with the audio. It doesn’t matter if they go wrong - it’s 
just practice.


I have provided a visual for parents.

Basically counting in 10s can be quiet achievable because the general rule is that the number just 
adds an ‘ud’ sound to the end (spelt ‘ad’) expect 10 and 20 (same in lots of languages even 11 
and 12 don’t follow patterns) and 100 is an new word (as it is in English - EG: it’s not ninety, ten-ty 
but ninety, a hundred)


Friday afternoons are Art and crafts fun


If you want to make silly underpants for that dinosaur (see previous planning) in 2D or 3D - this is 
the session to do it!


You could also make collages of other clothing- cut out a shape in card for them to add ‘glue and 
stick’ colours (links to the above task - Edd Jiarg). If the children want to bring these items into 
school afterwards I usually have a big wall display with collage clothing by now - to help us 
remember the clothing words and refer to them for other tasks. 


Have a lovely weekend.

Bnr Blindell - Ruth



